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What are our objectives today?
To share ways to prepare ToTs
To come up clearer exam questions with 
different levels of difficulties










HOW DO YOU 
USUALLY
SET YOUR PAPER?
1. WHAT DOCUMENTS DO WE 
NEED OR SHOULD REFER TO?
1. ???
1. WHAT DOCUMENTS DO WE 
NEED OR SHOULD REFER TO?
1. COURSE OUTLINES (CO)
2. TEST SPECIFICATIONS (TOTS)
3.  BLOOM’S TAXANOMY (LEVEL OF THINKING NEEDED)
4. IIUM ACTIVE VERB LIST OR GOOGLED TAXANOMY VERB LIST 
5. TEXTBOOK /NOTES/ SLIDES
6. EXAM PAPER TEMPLATE 








STAGE 1 – ALIGNING THE 
EXAM QUESTIONS TO THE 
COURSE
ALIGNMENT
STEP 1– REFRESH YOUR MEMORY ON THE COURSE OUTLINE 
(CO)
 Look at the Course Synopsis, 
 Remind yourself the Level of Study, 
 Look at the Learning Outcomes,
 Look at all the Topics and those that have been tested in
Course Assessments,
 Decide which topics need to be tested on/can display 
lower or higher order thinking based on the Bloom’s Taxanomy. 
(Tip: choose higher order thinking, first)
ALIGNMENT
STEP 2 – UNDERSTAND THE TOTS
 Understand ALL PARTS.
 You can determine the psychometric according to
course or level of the programme
 Change the psychometric distributions if needed
ALIGNMENT
STEP 3 – WORKING ON THE TOTs
1. Transfer the info on topics from the CO observation 
to these boxes
AN EXAMPLE















STEP 4 – Work on your questions
DRAFT your questions 
Choose appropriate keywords + BLOOM’S TAXONOMY 









Need enough reasons or ‘data’ provided for students to answer. 
High order thinking
Need mostly memory and understanding. Low order thinking
Question MUST match the answer(s) expected.
Transfer these into TOTs and make sure they match your 
psychometric distribution of marks  A Sample





Discuss: (+ and -)
Recommend or Suggest: SHOULD be based on analysis to 
be in the category of ‘difficult examination’ of a case
Expected answers and Question need to match 
Information shown in the Question Paper + TOTS + 




Ensure that your questions are as direct as possible. If  ‘Extra 
info’ is given, it is NEEDED to answer the question.
Double check the action verbs in each question used.
Break the questions up if possible. Showing a clear division of 
marks
An example
Be careful not to
• ASK questions which students can 
THINK out of ‘COURSE CONTEXT’ 
and answer through experience.
• Example: 
Explain why the design above is 
best for Muslims
MAKE SURE 
When changes are made in the Question 
Paper, changes are also need to be made in 
TOTS and Answer Scheme 
STAGE 3 – MARKING SCHEME 
AND MARKING THE PAPERS




1. Bright coloured pen
2. Clear in division or award of marks (underline the answers given)
3. Show marks for each part of a question
4. Show the total for the question (usually in a circle)
5. Write the total marks on the front cover of answer booklet
6. 6. Double check the calculations of marks, inside and on cover page
GOOD PRACTICE 
OF MARKING
Good marking scheme is useful for marking, vetting and 
endoresement purposes
















TAXANOMY                           
TOTs




5                               UNDERSTANDING Easy
2. Design…. Aestetical







THAT IS ALL FOR NOW
ALL THE BEST
